We present BVR light curves of pulsating stars, ST Boo and RR Leo, obtained between March and September 2007 at the Ankara University Observatory (AUG) and the TÜBİTAK National Observatory (TUG). Although these observational data are insufficient to obtain the reliable results for a frequency analysis of ST Boo and RR Leo stars, in this study, we tried to investigate the pulsation phenomena of these two stars, as an overview, using the Period04 software package. As preliminary results, we present the possible frequencies for ST Boo and RR Leo.
Observations and Results
CCD observations of ST Boo and RR Leo were carried out by using an Apogee ALTA U47 + CCD camera (1024 × 1024 pixels) with BVR filters mounted on both 40 cm Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes of the Ankara University Observatory (AUG) and the TÜBİTAK National Observatory (TUG) between March and September 2007. BVR light curves of both ST Boo and RR Leo were normalized to maximum light level to construct the data set for simultaneous multiple-frequency analysis using Period04 (V 1.0) ( [1] ) which has a Fourier analysis definition of
The results of multi-frequency solutions, with their errors calculated based on Monte Carlo Simulation, for ST Boo and RR Leo are given in Table 1 . Fig. 1 shows some of the light curve data with the fit curve of multi-frequency solutions for ST Boo and RR Leo. Clearly, it must be included more and more photometric data in Fehmi Ekmekçi, Lale Ç elik, H. Volkan Ş enavcı Ankara University, Faculty of Science, Department of Astronomy and Space Sciences, 06100, Tandogan, Ankara, Turkey, e-mail: fekmekci@science.ankara.edu.tr the frequency analysis to have more definite and reliable results for both of these pulsating stars. 
